Remove the screws at the four corners of the chassis.
Remove the screws at the four corners of the chassis.
Grasp the model by the fuel tank. Hold it upside down over something soft, and press down on the end of the shell just under the steps, alternating end-to-end until the shell comes free.
Be aware of the wiring under the shell so that it does not get broken during shell removal.
Remove the white piece of foam that was under the antenna, and bend this capacitor upwards until it is vertical as shown here.
Plug in the GoPack!
Position the GoPack! as shown here and tape it down.
Tape the wires down and tidy things up so that they do not get pinched/stretched/broken during shell installation. Bend the LED's up a bit to ensure they do not get bent downwards during shell installation.

Hold the shell upside down, insert the chassis, install the 4 screws, and test.